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gengoroh tagame (, tagame gengor, born february 3, 1964) is a self-poss. it is regarded as the most
influential creator in the gay manga genre, and has produced over 20 books in four languages over

the course of his career. finding more than half of the material for this publication simply by opening
my mail box is an improbable feat. i reached out to many artists i know and trust whose work has
been published in this tome and others, including gay-anime-romance, titles produced by shintaro

kanno, aiko kobayashi and shinichi aoki. the result is an almost perfect recapitulation of studio
materials which i kept finding as i opened the tome. it has taken me some time to decide how many
pages i can put in, to try to put in the most panels possible at the largest size without sacrificing the

experience of getting to know a picture from the inside out. it is hard to imagine the amount of
collaborative labour that is required to produce these works. i hope that this tome will continue in a
similar vein, its a great experience to be able to see how far the early days of the manga industry

had to go in order to get to the mass-production and reproducibility we take for granted today.
ultimately, there is no substitute for the finished product and i feel blessed to have the opportunity

to view these work-in-progress. this is the first of two volumes of the workbook of the artist gengoroh
tagame ’s satirical art commentaries on manga. the pages in this volume, despite their size, could

not contain all the features, images and sequences that constitute each of the works to be identified
in the two books that follow. this workbook is therefore divided into several sections, each devoted

to a different theme – such as the history of manga, or the work of a particular artist – and
presenting the interests, the visions and the various types of production media used by that artist.

each section highlights a typical ‘temple of manga’ through its representative artworks. some of the
artists featured in these temple works include osamu tezuka, katsuhiro otomo, nobuaki watanabe,
urusei yatsura’s yasashii animation, yoshito usui, toriko, otomo no tate, gengoroh tagame, atsuko

shimizu, kazuo umezu, kazuo tagame, go nagai, go tagame, go naika, hideaki anime gengoroh
tagame’s history of manga is arranged to reflect the history of manga itself. in the wake of post-war
manga’s printing, maseting [1] and gay manga’s popularity, this book serves as a training ground for

budding artists like his friends kazuo umezula and kazuo
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according to scholar james d. webb, while the japanese genre of bishojo manga has traditionally
represented powerful men as sexually irresistable, tagame subverts this stereotypical depiction of

powerful men by transforming them into helpless, eternally benificent men subject to the whims of a
man whom they worship. [10] [14] simon inglis notes that this reversal might be caused by the

psychoanalytic theory of ménage (french slang for "household") in which a position of male power is
considered to exist through the submission of men to a woman, in this case the man's wife. [19] in a

2005 interview with elisabeth bronfen, tagame stated that people generally know that he is
homosexual, but if they speak with him about his work, he usually tells them that he is a

heterosexual. [127] [60] during the same interview, he noted that his art was influenced by the
studio ghibli series spirited away and its heroine's transformation, likening the process of falling in
love with one's sexuality to the heroine's fall into a mystical world. [18] in 2012, the released the

single shinyori ippatsuman, part of the music album confusion by the austrian musical band
siebenkrone, and the song became a surprise hit single in japan. [10] [18] the song dealt with the
topic of lgbt rights in japan, with the singer singing in japanese about learning about the issue and

then asking a neighbour, a transgender woman, about how she feels about it. [10] the spread of the
song led one track by the band to be removed from the record, but the song's success was enough
to encourage the band to write a similar track, "new neighbour of neighbour. " [0] although tagame
has focused on hierarchies in his work, he had clarified to west editors that he is homosexual, [3]
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